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WHAT “NO” MEANS

• No new State spending for expansion population in out years (10% of expansion population cost in 2020)
• Less opportunity to “Medicaid-ize” existing state services
• No new Federal funds for expansion population
• Less multiplier impact of Federal funds
COSTS INCURRED DESPITE SAYING “NO”

• State share of cost for “old eligibles” due to woodwork effect
• Diversion of Federal taxes (general revenues) paid by state taxpayers toward Federal share of expansion in expansion states
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COMPARED TO WHAT?
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[Bar chart showing per capita federal funds foregone for various states, with categories for ACA Funds, Highway Funds, and Defense Funds.]
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WHO GAINS AND LOSES FROM NON-EXPANSION?

**LOSERS**
- Low income non-expansion state residents
- Non-expansion state residents who own or are employed by businesses associated with health care (and multipliers)
- State residents who own or are employed by businesses used by beneficiaries (and multipliers)

**GAINERS**
- Taxpayers in expansion states
- Non-expansion state residents who pay high state taxes but do not benefit from state economic growth
FURTHER INFORMATION

• Medicaid brief

• Holahan brief
  http://kaiserfamilyfoundation.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/8384.pdf

• ASPE expansion data

• Sherry.glied@nyu.edu